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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

SERIES 2: 87 - ECLIPSES
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SPRING 2024

• Later today (April 8 2024) a total eclipse will pass over 13 states in the US1. Starting at sunrise in the Pacific Ocean, it will move from
the south-west to the north-east, ending a couple of hours later at sunset over the Atlantic Ocean.  In the US an estimated 31.6 million
people live in the path of totality with many hundreds of millions more set to experience a partial eclipse2.
• In Texas the eclipse will last over 4 minutes 20 seconds, with this decreasing as the shadow moves north-east - the eclipse will last 3
minutes 50 seconds in Cleveland.
• Of course, direct visibility will depend on local weather conditions, with a higher chance of clear weather in the south-west.
     

       

A] THE SCIENCE BEHIND AN ECLIPSE

• Every month (or, more accurately, 29.53 days) the Moon orbits around the Earth,
with the new moon (around Rosh Chodesh3) occurring when the Moon passes
between the Earth and the Sun, and the full moon (around the 15th of the Jewish
month) when the Earth passes between the Sun and the Moon.
• However, eclipses do not occur every month because the Moon’s orbit around
Earth is titled by 5% relative to the Earth’s orbit around the Sun.   As a result, from
our viewpoint on Earth, the Moon normally passes either above or below the Sun
each month at new moon, and no shadow is cast.
• Nevertheless, when the planes of the orbits line up, this results in a solar or lunar eclipse.  In most calendar years there are two lunar
eclipses and, in some years, there can be one, three or none. Solar eclipses occur two to five times a year, although five is very rare.4

1. The total eclipse will take around one hour to cross the US, beginning at 1.30pm (CDT) in Texas, around 2pm in Illinois, 3.10pm (EDT) in Ohio, 3,20pm in upstate NY and 3.30pm in
Maine.  

2. For detailed maps of cities which will experience the eclipse see https://nationaleclipse.com/maps.html. For 3D maps of the Sun/Earth/Moon interactions during the eclipse see
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/eclipses/en/.

3. A solar eclipse will normally occur around Rosh Chodesh but may be off by a day, as with Rosh Chodesh Nissan which is on April 9th while the eclipse is on April 8th.   This is because
Rosh Chodesh is calculated by reference to the halachic molad  (the moment of conjunction of the new moon) and not the astronomic molad, which will be the exact time of the
eclipse. The halachic molad is calculated by using the length between one new moon and the next and assumes that every lunar month is of exactly equal length - 29 days, 12 hours,
44 minutes and 3 1/3 seconds (Rambam, Hilchot Kiddush HaChodesh 6:3). All molad calculations are based on the theoretical time for the ‘first molad’, which is assumed to have
been in Tishrei of the first year of Creation, and to have occurred on Monday night at 5 hours and 204 chalakim.  By definition, this calculation is theoretical since, according to
Jewish tradition, the world had not even been created at that time! (See Rambam ibid 6:8 and Tur OC 427).  To determine the time of any molad since then, we simply add 29 days,
12 hours and 773 chalakim for each month from the primordial Tishrei. Nevertheless. this calculated time differs from the actual time between one new month and the next, which is
not constant. In fact, the halachic molad for Nissan 5784 is April 8 2024 at 10:57pm (Jerusalem time) and 7 chalakim, which is almost exactly the time of the eclipse! For more on
this and commentary on the issues raised in this shiur see The Great American Eclipse of 2017, Halachic and Philosophical Aspects, Dr. Jeremy Brown, Hakira, Vol 23 pp. 171-180.

4. The last time there were five was in 1935 and there will not be five again until 2206.
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• Since most of Earth is covered by water and much of the land is not heavily populated, it is rare that a solar eclipse will pass over
large cities.  In fact, a total solar eclipse is likely to pass over any given place on earth around once every 375 years5.
• Lunar eclipses are experienced far more often. Any given place on earth could experience 8 or 9 total lunar eclipses6 (and more
partial eclipses) in the 18 years eclipse cycle7.
• Also, since the shadow of the Earth is much bigger on the Moon than that of the Moon on the Earth, total lunar eclipses are much
longer (up to 1 hour 45 minutes) than total solar eclipses (maximum 7.5 minutes) and are visible to all.
• During a total solar eclipse, the disk of the moon EXACTLY8 covers the disk of the sun, such that the corona of the sun and,
potentially, solar flare activity9, can been seen. This is due to a “cosmic coincidence” that, right now10, the sun is exactly 400 times
bigger than the moon but is also 400 times further away.    
• During a total lunar eclipse (at full moon), the light of the moon is significantly decreased so that it can look dark brown. It can also
look red since the sunlight reaching the moon is refracted at a low angle through Earth’s atmosphere which absorbs blue light and lets
through red.  Basically, all the sunsets on earth are being projected onto the moon! 

B] ECLIPSES IN TANACH

1.E³id̈ §e (eh) :mi«¦pẄ §e mi¦nï§lE mi ½¦c£rŸeń§lE ÆzŸzŸ̀ §l E³id̈ §e dl̈§i®̈N ©d oí ¥aE mŸeI ©d oi¬¥A li ¾¦C §a ©d§l m¦i ½©nẌ ©d ©ri ¦́w §x ¦A ÆzŸxŸ̀ §n i³¦d§i mi À¦dŸl¡̀ x ¤n ´̀ŸI ©e (ci)
z¤l´¤W §n ¤n§l ÆlŸcB̈ ©d xŸe ³̀ Ö ©dÎz ¤̀  mi®¦lŸc §B ©d z ŸxŸ̀ §O ©d i¬¥p §WÎz ¤̀  mi ½¦dŸl¡̀ U©ŕ©I ©e (fh) :o«¥kÎi ¦d§i«©e u ¤x®̈̀ d̈Îl ©r xi¦̀ d̈§l m¦i ½©nẌ ©d ©ri ¦́w §x ¦A ÆzŸxŸe` §n¦l
ÆlŸW §n¦l §e (gi) :u ¤x«̀̈ d̈Îl ©r xi¦̀ d̈§l m¦i®̈nẌ ©d ©ri ¦́w §x ¦A mi¦dŸl¡̀ m²̈zŸ̀  o¬¥Y¦I ©e (fi) :mi«¦ak̈ŸeM ©d z¥̀ §e dl̈§i ½©N ©d z¤l´¤W §n ¤n§l ÆoŸhT̈ ©d xŸe ³̀ Ö ©dÎz ¤̀ §e mŸe½I ©d

  t :i«¦ri ¦a §x mŸe¬i x ¤w ŸaÎi ¦d§i«©e a ¤x¬¤rÎi ¦d§i«©e (hi) :aŸe «hÎi ¦M mi¦dŸl¡̀ ` §x¬©I ©e K ¤W ®Ÿg ©d oí ¥aE xŸe ̀d̈ oi¬¥A li ½¦C §a ©d£l «E dl̈§i ½©N ©aE mŸéI ©A
hi-ci:` ziy`xa

The Torah states that God created the sun and moon for both light and also as ‘signs and seasons’. The Sun and Moon
are also described as the ‘great lights’ and then immediately after as the ‘greater’ and the ‘lesser’ lights.

• This shift from describing the sun and moon in the same way to describing the moon as smaller gave rise to midrashic commentary
that the moon was made smaller11.

5. The next solar eclipse visible from Jerusalem will be a partial (80.54%) eclipse on August 2 2027 at around 1pm.  The line of totality will pass to the south over Luxor, Egypt. The last
total solar eclipse visible from Jerusalem occurred on Sunday, August 20, 993, and the next one will not occur until Sunday, August 8, 2241.  The one after that will not take as long
- August 5, 2548.

6. The next total lunar eclipse visible from Jerusalem will be on September 7 2025.
7. The line of intersection of the planes of the Moon’s orbit is called the line of the nodes, being the two points where the Moon’s orbit intersects the ecliptic plane, completing a

revolution in 18.6 years. This cycle is known as the Saros cycle, after which time the Moon and the Sun return very nearly to the same relative positions. The Saros was known to the
ancient Babylonians and comprises 223 synodic months.  See https://www.britannica.com/science/eclipse/The-frequency-of-solar-and-lunar-eclipses.

8. An annular eclipse occurs when the Moon is further away from the Earth and thus covers almost all of the Sun, leaving a ring of light visible.  
9. The 2017 eclipse over the US occurred at a time of low solar activity but the 2024 eclipse happens at a maximal point of the solar activity cycle.  As such, more coronal solar activity

may be visible.  
10. The moon is currently gradually spinning further away from Earth at a rate of 4cm per year.  This means that, when life on earth began, the Moon was significantly closer and would

have entirely engulfed the sun at eclipse.  In millions of years from now, the moon will appear smaller than the sun and total eclipses will be impossible. So it is only now. when we
are privileged to live, that a total eclipse can occur!   

11. See for instance Rashi on Bereishit 1:15.
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2. ...`l aezkd ik daeyzde ?lecbd xe`nd gxid aezkd `xwi ji` ok m` .... dlecbd d`ixad `id ynyd ik micen zecnd inkge
... .ux`d l` daexw dzeid xeara lecb dxe` dide xe`n wx 'gxi' my xikfd `l ok lr .ux`a dedd xe`d cbpk wx xac

fh:` ziy`xa - zxg` dhiy `xfr oa`
The Ibn Ezra (who was an astronomer) points out that the description of the moon and sun as different sizes relates to
their different luminosities from the human perspective on earth.  He also points out that, even though the Sun is
objectively bigger12 than the Moon, the Moon is much closer to Earth.

3. ' ½d íp̈Ÿc£̀  Æm ª̀§p `E Àd ©d mŸéI ©A d́ïd̈ §exŸe «̀  mŸe¬i §A u ¤ẍ̀ l̈ i¬¦Y §k ©W£g ©d §e m¦i®̈x¢dS̈«©A W ¤n¤X ©d i¬¦z`¥a ¥d §e .
h:g qenr

Part of Amos’s vision of the end of days is the ‘sun setting at noon’ and the darkening of the earth on a sunny day.

4. Ÿe ½g ¥VÎd ©n Æmc̈ ῭ §l ci³¦B ©nE ©gE Àx `´¥xŸaE mi ¹¦xd̈ x ¥̧vŸei Ád¥P ¦d i ¿¦Md ½̈ti¥r Æx ©gÆ ©W d¬¥UŸr  :Ÿe «n §W zŸe ̀ä §vÎi«¥dŸl¡̀ ' ¬d u ¤x®̈̀  i ¥z¢ńÄÎl ©r K¥xŸc §e 
bi:c qenr

Amos praises God who ‘turns day into darkness’.

5.z¤e ½̈n§l ©v Æx ¤wÆŸA©l K³¥tŸd §e li À¦q §kE d ¹̈ni ¦k d ¥̧UŸr Ki®¦W §g ¤d dl̈§í©l mŸei §e   :Ÿe «n §W '¬d u ¤ẍ̀ d̈ i¬¥p §RÎl ©r m²¥k §R §W¦I«©e mÀ̈I ©dÎi«¥n§l `´¥xŸeT ©d
g:d qenr

Here too, Amos praises God who ‘darkens day into night’.

6. :Ÿe«l D«©b¬ŸpÎ Ÿ̀l §e l¥t ῭ §e xŸe ®̀ Î Ÿ̀l §e ' d mŸe¬i K ¤W ²ŸgÎ Ÿ̀l£d
k:d qenr

The ‘day of the Lord’ will be darkness in the place of light.

• In fact, there was a total eclipse in Assyria during the time of Amos - on June 15 762 B.C.E. in the morning at around 9am, which also
constituted a 90% partial eclipse in the Shomron. This is also recorded in the Assyrian chronicles - the Limmu List - as an eclipse in
Simanu (= Sivan) 762 B.C.E.13

  
7. :Ÿe «xŸe` ©Di¬¦B©iÎ`«Ÿl ©g¥xï §e Ÿe ½z`¥v §A ÆW ¤nÆ¤X ©d K³©Wg̈ m®̈xŸe` EN¥dï ¬̀Ÿl m ½¤di¥li ¦́q §kE Æm¦iÆ ©nẌ ©d i³¥a §kŸekÎi«¦M :..... ` ½̈A 'ÆdÎmŸei d³¥P ¦d

h:bi ediryi
Yeshayahu also prophecies that on day of the Lord 'the sun shall be dark when it rises and the moon shall give no light’. 

8. :xŸe «̀ Îd¤i §d«¦i a ¤x¤rÎz«¥r§l d¬̈id̈ §e dl̈§i®̈lÎ Ÿ̀l §e mŸéiÎ Ÿ̀l ' d©l r¬©cË¦i `E ²d c À̈g ¤̀ ÎmŸei d́ïd̈ §e :oŸe «̀ R̈ ¦w §e zŸe xẅ§i xŸe ½̀  d́¤i §d¦iÎ`«Ÿl `E ®d ©d mŸéI ©A d̈id̈ §e
f-e:ci dixkf

Zecharia also prophecies a day ‘without sunlight or moonlight’ and a day ‘of neither night nor day’.

9. .` «̈xŸeP ©d §e lŸe cB̈ ©d ' ½d mŸéi Ÿ̀e µA iÀ¥p §t¦l m®̈c§l ©g¥xÏ ©d §e K ¤W ½Ÿg§l Ḱ ¥td̈¥i ÆW ¤nÆ¤X ©d  .o «̈Wr̈ zŸe x£ni «¦z §e W ½¥̀ ë m´̈C u ¤x®̈̀ äE m¦i©nẌ ©A mi ½¦z §tŸe «n Æi ¦Y ©z«̈p §e)i"yx
(dngl miegzynd z` yiial -.

c-b:b l`ei
Yoel speaks of the end of days and describes the sun becoming dark and the moon red - apparently describing eclipses.
Rashi explains that the purpose of this is to refute idolators who worship the sun.

• Of course, some or all of these verses may not be talking about actual eclipses at all, but may have a metaphoric meaning as to the
nature of good and evil, clarity and confusion, or something else entirely at the end of days.  But, even if this is the case, the still use the
the metaphor of the eclipse to communicate something deeply impactful and religiously meaningful. 

10. :dÖ«¥d ¥n m¦iŸeB ©d EY¬©g¥iÎi«¦M EY®̈g ¥YÎl ©̀  m¦i©nẌ ©d zŸe¬zŸ̀ ¥nE Ec ½̈n§l ¦YÎl ©̀  Æm¦iŸeB ©d K ¤x³¤CÎl ¤̀  ' Àd x´©n ῭  dŸ́M
a:i edinxi

Yet Yirmiyahu tells the Jewish people NOT to fear astronomical wonders nor to be superstitious like the non-Jews.

12. See Redak (ob cit) who gives a similar explanation and says that the astronomers of his time understood that the Sun was 170 bigger than the Earth. (The actual number is 400).   
13. See https://www.livius.org/articles/concept/limmu/limmu-list-858-699-bce/
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C] ECLIPSES IN CHAZAL 

11.  (1)dcerq dyry mce xya jlnl - dnec xacd dnl lyn .elek mlerd lkl rx oniq - dwel dngdy onfa :opax epz
.jyega maiyede mdiptn qpt leh :ecarl xn`e mdilr qrk .mdiptl qpt gipde eicarl

 (2)xteql lyn .odizekna oicnelny iptn l`xyi ly mdi`peyl rx oniq - oiwel zexe`ny onf lk :xne` xi`n iax `ipz 
.b`ec `ed meie mei lka zewll libxy in - b`ec in ,ecia drevxe xtqd zial `ay

  (3)l`xyiy iptn ,l`xyi ly mdi`peyl rx oniq - dwel dpal ,miakek icaerl rx oniq - dwel dngdy onfa :opax epz
- riwxd rvn`a ,axrn iayeil rx oniq - axrna ,gxfn iayeil rx oniq - gxfna dwel .dngl miakek icaere dpall oipen
oi`a arx ivige axg - efle efl ,mlerl oi`a arx ivig - wyl ,mlerl `a axg - mcl oinec eipt .elek mlerd lkl rx oniq
dne`e dne` lk jl oi`e .mixacd selig oixne` yie .`al zxdnn - ez`ivia ,`eal ddey zeprxet - ezqipka dwl .mlerl

 xn`py ,dnr dwel didl` oi`y dwely  (ai:ai zeny).mi ¦hẗ §W d¬¤U¡r«¤̀  m ¦i ²©x §v ¦n i¬¥dŸl ¡̀Îlk̈ §aEmewn ly epevx oiyer l`xyiy onfae 
 xn`py ,el` lkn oi`xizn oi` (a:i edinxi)m¦iŸeB ©d EY¬©g¥iÎi«¦M EY®̈g ¥YÎl ©̀ m ¦i©nẌ ©d zŸe ¬zŸ ` ¥nE Ec ½̈n§l ¦YÎl ©̀ Æm ¦iŸeB ©d K ¤x³¤CÎl ¤̀ 'Àd x´©n ῭ d´Ÿ M

dÖ«¥d ¥n.ezgi l`xyi oi`e ,ezgi miieb - 
  (4)xira dwrvy dqxe`nd dxrp lre ,dkldk ctqp epi`e zny oic zia a` lr :dwel dng mixac drax` liaya :opax epz

xhqlt iazek lr :oiwel zexe`n mixac drax` liayae .cg`k onc jtypy oig` ipy lre ,xekf akyn lre ,dl riyen oi`e
 .zeaeh zepli` ivvew lre ,l`xyi ux`a dwc dnda ilcbn lre ,xwy zecr icirn lre

.hk dkeq
The Gemara address the issue of eclipses in 4 beraitot in Succot.  In brief, they state the following: (i) A solar eclipse is a
bad sign for the world.  Chazal give the mashal of a king who asks his servant to remove the lights from their party; (ii)
R. Meir asserts that solar and lunar eclipses are specifically bad for the Jews since they so often suffer when other things
are bad for the world; (iii) Solar eclipses are specifically negative for the non-Jews and lunar eclipses for the Jews, since
we have a lunar calendar.  The 3rd Beraita then gives more specific details of which kinds of eclipse most affect which
areas and which people, and stresses that the luminaries are being affected because these are worshipped by idolators.
However, when the Jewish people do teshuva and follow the correct path, they do NOT need to be concerned about
eclipses at all; (iv) Solar eclipses occur due to 4 specific sins - a great religious leader who was not properly eulogized, a
young woman who was attacked and raped and no one came to her aid, active homosexuality, and two brothers who were
murdered together. Lunar eclipses occur due to 4 specific sins - the forging of legal documents, those who bear false
witness, raising destructive small livestock in Eretz Yisrael, and cutting down fruit trees.   

12. zeze`l eide xn`py ,mlerl `ed rx oniq oiwel zexe`ndyk -(a:i dinxi)  .EY®̈g¥YÎl ©̀ m¦i©nẌ ©d zŸe ¬zŸ ` ¥njexa yecwd oevx mkzeyra
 .zeprxetd on b`cl oikixv mz` oi` `ed

ci:` ziy`xa i"yx
Rashi on the Chumash quotes the beginning of the first Beraita - that eclipses are a negative sign for the world.  He then
brings then the end of the third Beraita - that the Jews do not need to be concerned with such things if they act properly.

 
13. mixac drax` liaya.xaca mrh izrny `l -

 .hk i"yx
But on the specifics of the different sins listed in the Gemara which are connected to eclipses, Rashi does not have any
explanation of how they correlate14. 

D] EXPLAINING CHAZAL IN A SCIENCE-FOCUSED WORLD

• How are we to understand this approach of Chazal?  By their time it was known that eclipses were a natural phenomenon and they
could be predicted with some accuracy.  In fact, Babylonian astronomers had discovered the Saros cycle by around the 7th century B.C.
- over a thousand years before the Talmud15!
• So if eclipses were natural and predictable, how could Chazal have seen them as a special ‘sign’16?

14. R. Yaakov Ettlinger (Aruch LeNer Succah 29a) does give detailed suggestions of how each of the 4 sins connected with a solar eclipse does indeed connect with the loss of the sun,
and what the sun metaphorically represents.  

15. The Babylonians were keen observers and kept meticulous records of astronomical events for hundreds of years on clay tablets. They also used the Saros cycle to predict future
eclipses, which they also recorded on clay tablets. A common Mesopotamian belief was that the gods nevertheless used eclipses as omens to foretell future events. Lunar eclipses,
in particular, were thought to portend the imminent death of a king. But since the eclipse was predicted in advance, the king would abdicate his throne briefly, while one of his
subjects was substituted in his place. After the danger of the eclipse has passed, the substitute was killed, and the king could then safely resume his royal position!  See
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-news/how-did-the-ancients-predicted-eclipses-the-saros-cycle/

16. One detailed approach not presented below is that of the Maharal in Be’er Hagolah 6. Jeremy Brown summarizes the Maharal’s position in his article as follows: 
“The Maharal acknowledged that an eclipse is a mechanical and predictable event but he further suggested that if there was no sin, there would indeed never be a solar eclipse. G-d
would have designed the universe differently, and in this hypothetical sin-free universe our solar system would have been created without the possibility for a solar eclipse. The
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D1] ECLIPSES ARE NATURAL BUT GIVE US A SPECIAL TIME FOR CONNECTION TO GOD

14.iiewily rahd ikxc erci `l l"x el`k xzi lr mdivg opekl mewn dl`d mixn`na `evnl eayg l"fx ixac lr mibirlnd
jygz z`fd rbxe zrly ,m`ea mxh miaygn rahd inkg xy`k mdizekeldza oeekn oeayg t"r dedzp dpalde dngd
mlrp `ly ze`xdl dnkg oeyla df oipra exac l"fx ji` ehiai `ly !oexera ewlp mibirlnd zn`a la` .gxid e` ynyd

.df mdn
' zeziixad 'b lka exn` dnl wcwcl yiconfa lk' 'eke 'dwel dngdy onf' 'eke 'oiwel zexe`ny onfa- 'eke 'dwel dngdy 

f"kr rahd t"r md miiewldy s`y exed dfa mpn` .oiwel zexe`nyke dwel dngdyk l"ldc ,`ed xzein oeyl 'onfa' jdc
..... drxl zezre daehl zezr yiy .oicd zezr md miiewld ly mipnfde mizrdy mdl zelbpd 'c ihtyn zeceq t"r erci
aeh ze`l dfd rahd oipr ze`xd ozip df lk mr ,rahd t"r xac `edy s`y .zywd ze`a gp 't o"anxd 'ity dn oirke
zyyn izzp xaky izyw 'it - 'opra izzp' `l` 'opra oz` izyw z`' xn`p `l ok lrye .lean `ed jexa yecwd `iai `ly

.... zixa ze`l mkl 'idiy dzr ecrin ip` ziy`xa ini 

.hk dkeq xpl jexr
R. Yaakov Etlinger explains that Chazal certainly knew that eclipses were natural and predicable.  However, they also
saw these natural events as opportunities to connect to God in a special way at that time.  He compares this to the
Ramban’s understanding of the rainbow as a natural phenomenon which had existed since the beginning of creation, but
which, after the flood, took on a special religious meaning as a reminder of the covenant between God and mankind.  

15.oi`y lk :ediiexz ixn`c oia` xa `pipg iaxe oia` xa iia`  .... ?raw i`n .'eke raw ezltz dyerd :xne` xfril` iax
 :opgei iax xn` `a` xa `iig iax xn`c .dng inecnc mr lltzn.dng inecnc mr lltzdl devn

:hk zekxa
In fact, every day of the year provides two special moments of connection and reflection inspired by the sun - sunrise and
sunset!  R. Yochanan considers it a special mitzva to daven with the reddening of the sun - Shacharit with sunrise and
Mincha with sunset.

D2] CHAZAL WERE NOT TALKING ABOUT ECLIPSES, BUT SUNSPOTS!

16.irah df xacy ,l"fg ixac lr mixirv ewgv jkle .dpal iewil dng iewil oixewy cebipd `ed iewila dpeekd df miax epiad xake
dfi`ae dry dfi`ae mei dfi`a rxe`nd iewild ea didi mipy dnk mler seq cr meidn aeygl mc` lekie oeayg it lr `ed
ike exe`l epia uvegd xp ipta xac mc` cinri m`e .iewil my df oi` zn`a j` ?!ypere `hgl qgiizic df dn k"`e ....  .mewn
ynyd ik ,l"pd icebp onfa o`k s`e .uveg xac o`k yiy milawna oexqg wx ,oexqg ilan exe` widan xpd `ld ?xpa iewild

?el `xwi xy` iewil df dne ,dpal ipta uveg ux` lv e` ,dng ipta zvveg dpald wx ,zepzyd ilan oixi`ne oikled gxide
 - xak izyxc xy`k jk `ed zn`a j`milecb minzk dnvr dnga `vnp minrtl ikel` minzke .dhad ilka mipnfa e`vn xy`k 

iewil edf k"`e .minzk ila enk jk lk widan dxe` oi` ,minzk da eidi xy`ke .oeayge reci onf oky lkne dreci daq mdl oi`
...  .oiwel zexe`n edfe ,yper zaiq edfe .dxe` dqt` dngd ik zn`a dng

ai yexc a wlg yac zexri
R. Yonatan Eiberschutz (mid 18th century Germany17) writes that when Chazal refer to a ‘likui chama’ (literally a
blemish or abnormality of the sun) which occurs due to sin, they do not mean an eclipse.  First, they knew that these were
natural and predictable.  Second, an eclipse does not directly affect the sun; it simply blocks the light.  He suggests that
Chazal were referring to sunspots which are not predictable (at least in his time) and which do affect the sun’s light.   

conclusion from the Maharal’s writings is that in a sinfree universe, the moon would not orbit as it does now, at a 5-degree angle to the sun-earth plane. But we now need to ask
where, precisely, in a sinfree universe, would the moon be? It couldn’t be in the same plane as the sun and the earth, since then there would be a solar eclipse every month. If the
moon were, say, 20° above the earth-sun plane, there would still be solar eclipses, though they would be rarer than they are today. The only way for there to be no solar eclipses in
the Maharal’s imaginary sin-free universe would be for the moon to orbit the earth at 90° to the sun-earth axis. Then it would never come between the sun and the earth, and there
could never be a solar eclipse. But this would lead to another problem. In such an orbit, the moon would always be visible, and so there could never be a Rosh Chodesh. The
Maharal’s thought experiment seems to provide more complications than it does solutions.”

17. This piece is based on a derasha that R. Eiberschutz gave in January 1751. Jeremy Brown in The Great American Eclipse of 2017,  observes that sunspots were first recorded in
Western literature in 1611 following the invention and use of the telescope but are very difficult to see with the naked eye.  As such, it seems unlikely (though not impossible) that
this is what the Rabbis in the Talmud were describing.  Also, the Gemara describes the phenomenon of the ‘likui chama’ as being visible only from some places on the earth. While
this is true of a solar eclipse, sunspot activity would be visible from any place on earth.  There is evidence of naked-eye observations of sunspots earlier in history so it is possible that
Chazal could have seen them.  They could also have been seen easily using a pinhole camera, which was invented as early as the 5th century BCE. Chinese records describe
naked-eye observations of sunspots in the 11th century.  Nevertheless, the darkening effect of sunspots on the sun’s light is not at all noticeable on Earth (even a partial eclipse has
limited impact on ambient light until close to totality), so it is difficult to fit this with the description of Chazal.
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D3] THE WEATHER IS THE KEY VARIABLE

17. .irah oipr edf m`e l"pd miewil oipr zece` l"fg erci m` (a 
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(1957) hrwz'd azkn - ycew zexb`
The Lubavitcher Rebbe writes that a solar eclipse is only considered to be a spiritual sign if it is actually visible to
people, which depends on weather conditions.  If the eclipse cannot be seen, then it does not convey a negative siman!18  

E] IMPORTANT TORAH MESSAGES IN THE ECLIPSE

E1] WE ARE OFTEN BLOCKING GOD’S ‘LIGHT’
18.

          
`xwie ,dxezd lr w"iy m'xdn

The Maharam Shik19 understands Chazal to be telling us that we should see the eclipse as a metaphor for how we allow
evil into the world which blocks out God’s light.  The downflow of good from God never ceases, just as the sun does not
stop shining.  But we often allow things to interpose between us and God and prevent his good from reaching us.  The
eclipse is not a ‘sign’ or omen of evil but a sign which shows us where we may be going wrong.  

E2] WE NEED TO STRENGTHEN OUR SOCIETY AGAINST CERTAIN SINS
19.

   
n 'nr dpen` ixry

The Lubavitcher Rebbe explains that Chazal did not think that eclipses happened BECAUSE of certain sins, but that the
urge for such sins was greater at these times. This could also be taken as a sign to ask ourselves whether we are being
sufficiently vigilant on such issues.  He also explains the mashal in the Gemara of the king who sends his servant to
remove the light due to the misdeeds of his people.  So too, God sends nature - His ‘servant’ - to block out the sun.

18. This would hold true of most partial eclipses which would not be noticeable under cloudy skies.  A total eclipse would be noticeable even in cloudy conditions, due to the sudden
darkness.  However, much of the impact of the eclipse on its viewers would certainly be missing. 

19. The sources in this section and others can be found in a rabbanan.org resource - Jewish Perspectives on Solar Eclipses by R. Joshua Flug, available for download at
https://rabbanan.org/?p=25412.  Rabbi Flug’s wonderful research was very helpful in preparing this source sheet.   
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20.

.
fny 'nr 'b wlg mlw zia

R. Simcha Zissel Ziv, the Alter of Kelm, tells of a solar eclipse in 1891 over Europe (on June 6) which was followed by
the terrible Russian famine of 1891-1892 in which 400,000 people died. He describes an eclipse as equivalent to the
announcement of a prophet that we need to do personal teshuva.  If we do teshuva to the best of our ability, we can avoid
any superstition and embrace Yirmiyahu’s promise that we have nothing to fear from celestial events.

E3] WE NEED TO APPRECIATE THE ‘NORMAL’ WONDERS OF NATURE

21.yelye mixyrdmikled milblbd ji`e ,miphwe milecb ,mlerd ze`ixa oigaie .jxazi l`d ly ezlecb cinz xekfiy - 
el` d`ex mc`y liayae .xtqn envr daxd cer el`ke ,zegexd zaiype ,minybd zcixie ,miakekde gxide ynyde
enk libxe xicz df oi`y liaya c`n dnz `ed f` dwel dpald e` dngdyk la` .jk lr eal dnz epi` cinz ze`ltpd
eli`k d`xp `die ,jinin ze`ltpd zi`x `l eli`k jnvr dyre mdil` had okl .axrnl gxfnn mei lka ynyd aeaiq

 cec xn` oke .mei lka jnvr dyrz ok .c`n jipira `ltp did f` ,jipir zgzt eiykre dzr cr `neq ziid(ci:hlw mildz)

.c «Ÿ ` §n z ©r¬©cŸi i À¦W §t©p Œ§e Li®¤U£r ©n mi¬¦̀ l̈ §t ¦p
dxikfd xry miwicv zegxe` xtq

The Orchot Tzadikim writes that the overwhelming awe of eclipses and their rarity come to remind us of the unbelievable
wonders of nature which we can often take for granted.  As such, we should take the opportunity to see an eclipse and
then take that feeling with us when we experience the daily cycle of the natural world.  

E4] WE NEED TO REMEMBER THAT GOD RUNS THE WORLD

22. The gemara says that a solar eclipse is a sign of ill fortune for the gentiles. (A lunar eclipse is a sign of ill fortune for Jews.) So
this gentleman asks, rightly, how can it be a sign of ill fortune if it happens according to mathematical precision? And the
answer is as follows. 
Any change in the fortunes of the world is foreseen by Hashem. Nothing happens by itself. Hashem ordains when some good
fortune should happen to the world, or chalila when some misfortune should happen, and He makes it turn out on certain
auspicious dates. When He plans a misfortune for the umos haolam, He makes it happen at the time of a solar eclipse. A solar
eclipse is to let you know that this is planned by Hashem and it’s not an accident.
Let’s say at the time of a solar eclipse something happens in far off country like Tibet where there are no Jews. You shouldn’t
say that one thing has nothing to do with the other. The reason that it happened then was to bring your attention to it and
make you aware that Hashem is in charge of the world. He made it turn out at the time of the solar eclipse… Therefore, it’s not
that the solar eclipse is made to happen at a time of some misfortune to the gentiles, the misfortune to the gentiles is made to
happen at the time of the solar eclipse. Why? In order to label it, to let us know that it’s the yad Hashem.

Rabbi Avigdor Miller Abraham and Lot (#046)
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F] ECLIPSES AND THE WORLD WARS
23.

  
fi 'nr dgiy jxc

Rav Eliya Lopian tells of the total solar eclipse over Europe on Aug 21 1914 (Rosh Chodesh Elul) which happened as
WWI was beginning.  In those first weeks of the war hundreds of thousands of soldiers were killed, including at the Battle
of the Frontiers which took place the day after the eclipse. 

24.

     
cvw-bvw 'nr ony iblt

R. Menachem Mendel Rizikov, a Rav in Brooklyn, noted in a derasha in 1939 that the upcoming eclipse on April 19 1939
(Rosh Chodesh Iyar) was a siman that terrible cruelty and war was coming on a scale that had never been seen before.

G] IS A BERACHA REQUIRED UPON SEEING AN ECLIPSE?

25.zerabd lre mixdd lr .'mler `ln ezxeabe egky jexa' xne` zegexd lre minrxd lre miwxad lre zerefd lre oiwifd lr
jexa' xne` lecbd mid z` d`exd xne` dcedi 'x .'ziy`xa dyrn dyer jexa' xne` zexacnd lre zexdpd lre minid lre
lre .'aihnde aehd jexa' xne` zeaehd zexeyad lre minybd lr .miwxtl eze` d`exy onfa 'lecbd mid z` dyry

 .'zn`d oiic jexa' xne` zerx zereny
a dpyn h wxt zekxa zkqn dpyn

The Mishna rules that upon seeing wonders of nature (after more than 30 days) - such as great mountains, seas, rivers
and deserts - one should say the beracha ‘Oseh Ma’aseh Bereishit’. On awe-inspiring natural phenomena - such as
thunder, lighting, shooting starts, and earthquakes - the Mishna rules the beracha ‘Shekocho U’Gevurato Maleh Olam’.20

Eclipses are not mentioned21, even though they are infrequent and awe-inspiring natural wonders. 

• The presentation of these halachot in Shulchan Aruch (OC 227, 228) is generally limiting, restricting the berachot to specific cases.
• The Acharonim also debate whether the lists giving in the Mishna and Shulchan Aruch are exclusive and particular or indicative and
paradigmatic22.  If the later, one could possibly extrapolate to other similar situations. On the other hand, the overarching principle of
‘safek berachot lehakel’ (‘if in doubt, leave it out’) would limit berachot to only those cases which are clear. 
• NO Acharon rules unequivocally that one must say a beracha on an eclipse, even though some accept berachot on stalagmite caves,
waterfalls, volcanoes and more.

26.aehd jixalc ,zn`d oiic opikxan in xqg ik eh` :dil xn` !aihnde aehd jixaile :`piaxl izticn `g` ax dil xn`
 .opikxan `l - digxe` epiidc oeik - !ediiexzl edpikxaile ?aihndei"yx)oic o`k oi`e `id ebdpnk mler z`ixa yceg lka - 

.dz`elina cqg epl dzahd `le dpexqga zeprxet(
.an oixcdpq

The Gemara raises a question as to why we do not say the beracha ‘Hatov Vehametiv’ on the waxing moon and ‘Dayan
HaEmet’ on the waning moon.  It answers that, since these are predictable and natural occurrences, they should not be
seen as specifically ‘good’ or ‘bad’ news and do not warrant a beracha.  

20. For a short summary of the actual halacha, which is a little different to the presentation in the Mishna, see
https://halachipedia.com/index.php?title=Bracha_For_Seeing_Natural_Wonders 

21. Bircat Hachama, which is made every 28 years when the sun returns to its original alignment, does receive a beracha  - Oseh Ma’aseh Bereishit.  See Shulchan Aruch OC 229:2.
22. See Sha’ar Ha’Ayin who quotes R. Nissim Karelitz as ruling that the phenomena listed by Chazal are only examples and, as such, one could make the beracha Oseh Ma’aseh

Bereishit’ on a volcano or waterfall.  However, many poskim take the view that a beracha can only be made with Shem u’Malchut on those specific phenomena ruled by Shulchan
Aruch.
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27.oi`y zexe`nd zewla ok m` zetqezd eywde .zn`d oiic oikxan `l dnebt zeidl dpald jxcy oeik oiwcea eid wxta xn`e
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d`cedde gayd dii`xd zkxa mdxcea` xtq
The Sefer Abudraham (13th century Spain) quotes from a Tosafot (which we no longer have) who ask why we would not
make a beracha (presumably Baruch Dayan Ha’emet) on a solar eclipse, since this is not the ‘normal’ course of nature.
They answer that the phenomenon is temporary so does not receive a beracha23.

• The Steipler (R. Ya’akov Yisrael Kanievsky) is quoted24 as ruling that one should not make a beracha on an eclipse.
• Rav Shmuel Wosner is quoted as having made the beracha ‘Oseh Ma’aseh Bereishit’ on natural wonders25 which are not specifically
listed by Chazal, but was in doubt concerning a beracha on an eclipse.
• R. Chaim David HaLevi26 rules that Chazal did not institute a beracha on eclipses since they saw them as a potentially negative
event27. The Lubavitcher Rebbe28 agrees with that psak and rules that an eclipse is a time for tefilla and not to make a beracha.
• Rabbi Michael Broyde29 rules that there should be no beracha on an eclipse but suggests some alternatives which can be recited
during an eclipse:
(i) Saying the beracha without Shem u’Malchut.
(ii) Possibly saying the beracha in Aramaic.30

(iii) Reciting  ‘Vayevarech David’ (Divrei HaYamim1:29:10) and adding “oseh ma’aseh bereishit” at the end.
(iv) Reciting Tehillim 19 and 10431.
• R. Eliezer Melamed32 includes eclipses with phenomena such as volcanos, geysers and waterfalls on which some poskim rule to
make a beracha, while others do not. He rules that this is a safek, but that someone impacted by an eclipse can make the beracha33. 

H] OTHER HALACHIC IMPLICATIONS OF AN ECLIPSE

H1] PUBLICIZING A FORTHCOMING ECLIPSE

• The Mishna Berura34 rules that one may not inform someone that there is a rainbow since this is motzei shem ra on the generation
which sinned and requires the rainbow to reassert God’s covenant with man not to destroy the world.  Nevertheless, R. Avigdor
Nebenzahl35 rules that one may publish in advance the details of an upcoming eclipse.

H2] MARRYING ON THE DAY OF AN ECLIPSE

• R. Zvi Elimelech Shapira of Dinov writes36 that one should not get married when the moon is waning, “and particularly not during a
lunar eclipse, G-d forbid.” He does not mention whether this would apply to a solar eclipse. 

23. One could raise a number of questions on this answers, including: (i) An eclipse is a natural occurrence.  Did Tosafot think otherwise?  If so, presumably they held this to be the view
of Chazal too; (ii) Temporary phenomena, such as thunder and lightning, do receive a beracha.  Perhaps ‘Baruch Dayan Haemet’ is different since we are only impacted by longer
term bad news; (iii) Yet we have seen that many commentators understood the eclipse as a sign of longer term bad news.  Tzarich Iyun!

24. Orchot Rabbeinu Vol 1 Berachot #35 concerning the partial eclipse of Feb 16 1980.  This eclipse was hardly visible from Israel (around 2% coverage of the sun), although based on
the halachic precedent it seems unlikely that he would have ruled differently for a total eclipse. 

25. See Sha’ar Ha’Ayin 7:15, p. 77-78 (R. Eliyahu Ariel) who quotes in the name of R. Moshe Goldschmidt that Rav Wosner made the beracha on the waterfalls at Engelberg in
Switzerland. When the author of the sefer asked Rav Wosner if, according to his more permissive ruling on making the beracha, one should also be made on an eclipse, he
responded that the issue needed clarification.  The Sha’ar HaAyin rules that a beracha should not be said with Shem u’Malchut.

26. Aseh Lecha Rav 5:7.
27. On the other hand, Chazal did institute berachot on earthquakes and hurricanes which are often very negative, albeit awe-inspiring.  See Yerushalmi Berachot (9:2) which requires a

declaration of public fasting and prayer after an earthquake due to its destructive effect. See also Rashi Chullin 86a s.v. zikin
28. Sha’arei Halacha U’Minhag 1:117 and Iggerot Kodesh 15:1079.
29. https://seforimblog.com/2017/09/there-is-no-bracha-on-eclipse/.  Rabbi Broyde feels that, in our science-oriented age, most people are not connected to God more through

experiencing an eclipse.  That is however a subjective assessment.   Displaying a ‘Litvish’ approach, Rabbi Broyde writes:  “I myself traveled to Rabun Georgia, an epicenter for the
total eclipse and sat in total darkness at for three minutes in the middle of the day and did not feel any closer to the Almighty as Creator of the World during the eclipse than I did
after or before .“

30. See Shulchan Aruch OC 167:10, 187:1 and 219:4 and Aruch Hashulchan OC 202:3.  But see also Igrot Moshe OC 4:20:27.
31. This is the position of Chief Rabbi David Lau - see http://shut.moreshet.co.il/shut2.asp?id=69602.  Rabbi Lau rules that a beracha cannot be said on an eclipse since nothing new

was created; the moon simply passed in front of the sun.  
32. Peninei Halacha, Berachot 15:6.  See also the analysis of R. Dov Linzer at https://www.sefaria.org.il/sheets/162935.2?lang=he&with=all&lang2=he.
33. This ruling contrasts with almost all other poskim who rule that a beracha should not be said because of  ‘safek berachot lehakel’.   The underlying dispute may turn on whether one

inclines to Ahavat Hashem or Yirat Shamayim on the issue of questionable berachot. Almost all poskim would be strict on this, but some rabbanim, such as R. Yoel Bin Nun, take a
different hashkafic position which places more weight on the ‘ahava’ element and encourages more berachot.

34. 229:1 in the name of the Chayei Adam (63:4). 
35. R. Avigdor Nebenzahl, Teshuvot Avigdor HaLevi (Sifrei Kedumim: 2012), p. 249 #105.  Rav Nebenzahl explains that “when the Jewish people perform the will of G-d, they have

nothing to fear from these events”. 
36. Bnei Yissaschar, Ma’amarei Rosh Chodesh, #2. 
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28(a) mda [`"n] zeprzdl yi dwel dpaldyk azk l"x 'iq miciqg xtqae - 
a w"q twz oniq dxexa dpyn

The Mishna Berura quotes in the name of the Sefer Chassidim that one should fast on the day of a lunar eclipse.

H3] KIDDUSH LEVANA

• The Maharil37 rules that, although one may normally recite kiddush levana until the middle of the month (14 days, 18 hours and 22
minutes) calculated according to the halachic molad, if there is an actual lunar eclipse in that month, one may not perform kiddush
levana after that since we see the exact time half way through the astronomic month.  However, we do not calculate sof zman kiddush
levana from a solar eclipse.
• The Rema38 explains that, while a lunar eclipse is seen around the world, a solar eclipse is only seen in a limited area.
• R. Chaim Kanievsky39 explains that the halachic molad is used, even though it was known that it is not astronomically accurate, since
halacha must be a system that is accessible to all. As such, Chazal use averages and rounded numbers which can be easily calculated,
rather than relying on solar eclipse data which was not accessible to most people.  A lunar eclipse is visible to most people and so
becomes halachically relevant.

H4] HILCHOT NIDDA?

• Some poskim raise the question of the onset of menstruation during a total solar eclipse would be considered a ‘re’iat layla’.40

H5] TAHARA FOR A TAVUL YOM?

• Rav Nebenzahl rules that a tavul yom - who was tamei and went to the mikve by day and is now waiting for sunset to become tahor -
will not become tahor when the sun disappears during an eclipse.   Rather, the sun is required to set in its normal manner to bring
tahara41.  

------------------------------------------------------------

APPENDIX - THE CHAFETZ CHAIM AND THE ECLIPSE OF 1929

1. It was a regular summer evening, broiling, a Tuesday night. The Chofetz Chaim, the elder, had just completed saying Aleinu.
After he placed his siddur down on the table, he surveyed the crowd that had gathered in his narrow room for the Maariv
prayer, and then finally tapped on the edge of the table and began to speak: .... “Hashem (Blessed be He) established within
the natural order of His creation a solar eclipse [lit: a stricken sun] to counter the errant ones (the sun worshippers who believe
that a divine power abides in the Sun). A time comes and the sun is stricken, diminished so that they shall know that the sun is
a creation and not a creator!” .....

And the Chofetz Chaim taps again with his right hand on the table with an expression of victory, and smiling he adds, “They
should come to see. It is a mitzvah to see the sun eclipsed, to actually see that a creation was actually formed [by the Creator]
… And he taps lightly again with his right hand, a quiet smile …

And the whole crowd slowly leaves the narrow room, breathing into their lungs, the refreshing air of the chilly night, and they
are conversing regarding the solar eclipse that will take place in the morrow. Like lightning, the knowledge spreads, in every
home they are relating that the Chofetz Chaim has declared “it is a mitzvah to see” how the sun shall be stricken tomorrow …
They are looking for broken shards of glass; a cheap purchase ostensibly, that should be easily obtainable (lit. rolls to your
feet) — however not at a time of solar eclipse — this is a privileged purchase that simply cannot be found. And the elaborate
production of the blackening of the broken glass shards by the light of the candle has commenced.

37. R. Yaakov Meolin (14/15C Germany), Shu’t Maharil 19.
38. Darchei Moshe OC 426.
39. Derech Emuna Hilchot Terumot, Bi’ur Halacha 5:25.
40. See Yeshayahu Pinchas Rottenberg, Minchat Peri (Jerusalem, n.p. 2006), p. 293.
41. R. Avigdor Nebenzahl, Yerushalayim BeMoadehah, Pesach (Machon Kerem Ram, 2005), 317.
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And it was evening and it was morning on the fourth day. With dawn, it appeared to be a regular morning like everyday, but
nevertheless — so different than always. Never was the street so awake, bustling with life at such an early hour like today — the
whole city old and young — on its feet. And the sun marched on its normal, pride-filled course, it burned with strength on the
heads of the men that gathered, on the market and on the green treetops that are shaking, on the horizon.

The sun penetrated that narrow room, it poured light on its floor, like golden sand, sparkling underneath the venerable one.
Though he wore shoes, it was like carpet to his feet, the Chofetz Chaim who is sitting on his chair, with his hands and muscles
wrapped in straps of tefillin, straps that connect his hand to his heart and his heart to the [tefillin] knot on the head ….

And it is all made of techelet-blue, immersed in techelet-blue, in the sea and the heavens, his fist raised in the air, his voice
roaring in strength: “He who forms light and creates darkness” …. And how strange now have the shadows become, shadows
of light , that roll around the feet of the venerable one. And [the sun’s] clarity, its blinding white light has been turned to
redness, redness that gains strength, like the whip that strikes a deep wound in its midst, a grave wound. The giant sphere of
the sun in the midst of its flowering adolescence has been suddenly struck down — a cheerful life, its youthful days ever
shortening ….

Here and there, groups are gathering — on the ledges and the bridges. From behind the blackened glasses across to the
stricken sun which is darkened halfway — the redness.  Also right next to the Yeshiva building, the bochurim are standing
gazing upwards. Behold, in the corner, by the cherry tree, whose white blossoms have also now reddened, stands Rav Naftali
[Trop], the Rosh Yeshiva of Radin, and he looks from behind his darkened glass shards with deep eyes, sunken into their
sockets, his fist is closed and shaking, with his big thumb, he explained to those that are close —- “we don’t simply look we
must gaze!”  The mashgiach can be seen leaving the Yeshiva building with hurried strides, with alacrity he takes the glass
from the hand of one of the bochurim who hands it to him, and he stands, ready to peer deeply….

And there surrounding the venerable one, around the Chofetz Chaim is gathered a large group. He started his day early and he
prayed Shacharis with the community at an earlier time than all other days; Around him stood those who davened in his
minyan, in anticipation, with the intent maybe one of them shall merit and the Chofetz Chaim will use one of their pieces of
broken glass to look [at the eclipse]. …. Except that Yitzchak, the black bearded one, preceded them ... [and] had already
prepared for the Chofetz Chaim, a special triply thick, darkened pair of glasses which properly fit the good and trustworthy
eyes of the holy and vaunted elder.

The righteous one does this [looking at the eclipse] with holy trepidation, exactly as he would silently gaze at his chanukiah,
from it he does not remove his eyes so long as there are sparkling remnants of oil … And the courtyard of the yeshiva entirely is
turned into an observatory, except that there, they simply “look” from behind a telescope, while here they “gaze” with supple
eyes behind primitive glass shards….

And behold the darkness has eclipsed the entire sphere, as if a large well of ink has spilled and filled the space … a strange
darkness, not that of the twilight nor even like the thick darkness of night … Behold, a black curtain has been stretched on the
face of the Sun; there remains not even one red streak.

And behold the Wonder : – Behold, behold, once again, born is the new sun — like the six days of creation. But not at one time
— like a train it grows slowly, like a baby that develops — a red thin narrow streak emerges, it widens more and more, the red
streak grows and grows …. and soon the light pours out from the center, a redness [that portends] the signs of life, of the
blood that circulates in the veins … and the cherry tree once again receives its white flowering and the cattle in the field are
more confident, and the bird in the sky flaps its wings with greater confidence, still mixed with a small amount of fear. And the
men, small creatures sparkle with their pleased and satisfied eyes … Slowly, slowly, its redness turns to a clear and strong
light — the sun in its power. And the Chofetz Chaim, the venerable one, sits and rests a bit on the chair they had brought out
for him by the door of the house.

He rests, and a deep silence envelopes him — step by step, the elder returns to his house and after him R. Mendel, his
son-in-law, and escorting them from behind is Yitzchak the black bearded one, who carries the chair upon which the Chofetz
Chaim had rested [back] to the house. And the venerable one, who is completely pure and holy, stops once again by the side
of the simple wood table which is in the middle of the room — he utters orders a joyous cry with an expression of victory: “Now
all have seen that the sun is nothing more than a creation!”

R. Shmuel Pliskin’s account of the Chafetz Chaim’s reaction to a solar eclipse on June 29, 192742

42. Translated on  https://cross-currents.com/2017/08/20/chofetz-chaim-eclipse/
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